
Abstract QTLs with epistatic effects and environmental
interaction effects for the developmental behavior of
plant height in rice were studied by conventional and
conditional methods for quantitative trait loci (QTLs) by
mapping with a doubled-haploid population of 123 lines
from IR64/Azucena in three environments. The results
showed that epistatic effects were important and most
epistasis could be detected only by conditional QTL
mapping, while most non–epistatic QTLs could be de-
tected by both conventional and conditional methods.
Many modificative QTLs showed only epistatic effects
without their own additive effects at some stages.
QTL×environment (QE) interaction effects were detect-
ed more often than QTL main effects for plant-height be-
havior, which might indicate that gene expression could
be greatly affected by the environment. No QTLs had ef-
fects during the whole of ontogeny. Conditional QTL
mapping might be a valid way to reveal dynamic gene
expression for the development of quantitative traits, es-
pecially for epistatic effects.
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Introduction

Plant height in rice is generally considered to be con-
trolled by both qualitative and quantitative genes (Huang
et al. 1996). At least 60 dwarfing genes, designated d–1

to d–60, have been identified in rice by classical genetic
analysis (Kinoshita 1995). Some polygenes for the quan-
titative behavior of plant height and its components in
rice were recently mapped on molecular linkage groups
(Cho et al. 1994; Li et al. 1995; Xiao et al. 1995; Huang
et al. 1996; Lin et al. 1996; Yan et al. 1998). Since the
development of plant-height is controlled by genes ex-
pressed selectively at different growth stages, dynamic
QTL mapping is needed to understand the genetics of
plant height growth behavior. Zhu (1995) proposed con-
ditional statistical methods for understanding the dynam-
ics of the causal genetic effects and variance components
in developmental quantitative traits. Using this metho-
dology, Atchley and Zhu (1997) analyzed conditional
epigenetic variability in mice, and Yan et al. (1998) de-
tected QTLs with additive and/or additive by environ-
ment interaction effects for the developmental behavior
of plant height.

Recently, epistatic effects were considered as impor-
tant for complex traits by many researchers (Lark et al.
1995; Eshed and Zamir 1996; Cockerham and Zeng
1996; Yu et al. 1997). Hence, genetic models for QTL
mapping assuming no epistasis could lead to a biased es-
timation of QTL parameters. QTL×environment interac-
tion is another important component for quantitative
traits. Significant QE interactions have been reported
(Paterson et al. 1991; Lu et al. 1996; Zhuang et al. 1997;
Yan et al. 1998). QTLs detected in one environment but
not in another might indicate QE interaction (Veldboom
and Lee 1996). But it is impossible to estimate the real
QE interaction by simply comparing QTLs detected in
multiple environments.

Zhu (1998) proposed an indirect method to map
QTLs with QE effects using predicted total geno-
type×environment (GE) interaction effects. It was shown
that some QTLs had both genetic main effects and QE
interaction effects, even though they could be detected in
two environments (Yan et al. 1998). Recently, a new
methodology was proposed for directly mapping QTLs
with additive and epistatic effects, as well as their QE in-
teraction, based on mixed linear model approaches
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(Wang et al. 1999; Zhu 1999), and the software QTL-
Mapper version 1.0 was developed (Wang et al. 1999)
for analyzing the experimental data.

In the present research, the dynamic behavior of plant
height at different stages of rice were analyzed for de-
tecting QTLs with additive and epistatic effects as well
as their QE interaction effects by combining the statisti-
cal procedures for analyzing conditional genetic effects
(Zhu 1995) and the QTL mapping method based on
mixed model approaches (Wang et al. 1999; Zhu 1999).
The temporal gene expressions including additive ef-
fects, additive×additive epistatic effects, and their QE in-
teraction effects for plant height, are also discussed.

Materials and methods

Materials

A population of 123 DH lines derived from a cross between irri-
gated indica variety IR64 and upland japonica variety Azucena
(Guiderdoni et al. 1992) was used in the experiments. IR64 is a
semi-dwarf variety carrying the sd–1 gene (IRRI 1975). The ge-
netic map of this population, containing 175 markers distributed
among 12 chromosomes covering 2005 cM with an average dis-
tance of 11.5 cM between markers (Huang et al. 1997), was used
for QTL mapping.

Field experiment

The 123 DH lines and their parents, IR64 and Azucena, were
grown in a randomized complete design with two replications at
Hainan Island in 1995, and at Hangzhou in 1996 and 1998. Hainan
Island is located in the Southern China Sea at an 18° north lati-
tude. Hangzhou is located in southeastern China at about a 30°
north latitude. These two sites showed a great difference in cli-
mate, soil conditions, day length, and rice growing seasons. The
experiment was conducted from early December 1995 to late
April 1996 at Hainan, where rice can grow well all year round. At
Hangzhou, experiments were carried out from late May to early
November in 1996 and middle May to middle October in 1998.

In all environments, the germinated seeds were sown in a seed-
ling bed and the seedlings were transplanted to a paddy field 30
days later, with a single plant per hill spaced at 15×20 cm. Each
plot included three to four lines with eight plants per line. After
transplanting, plant height (from the surface of the soil to the tip
of the plant) was measured every 10 days for the five central
plants (fixed through all growth stages) of each plot until heading.
A total of nine measurements were conducted during the whole
rice growth period.

Statistical analysis

QTLs with additive and additive×additive epistatic effects, as well
as their environmental interaction effects in the DH population,
were mapped by QTLMapper version 1.0 (Wang et al. 1999). For
conventional analysis of plant height at the final stage (90 days af-
ter transplanting), the phenotypic value of the k–th DH line in en-
vironment h can be partitioned by the following mixed linear
model (Zhu 1999)

(1)

where µ is the population mean; ai and aj are the additive effects
(fixed effects) of two putative loci Qi and Qj, respectively; aaij is
the additive×additive epistatic effect (fixed effect) between the
two loci; xAik

, xAjk
and xAAijk

are the coefficients of these genetic
main effects; eEh

is the random effect of environment h with a co-
efficient uEhk

; eAiEh
(or eAjEh

) is the random additive×environment
interaction effect with a coefficient uAiEhk

(or uAjEhk
) for Qi (or Qj);

eAAijEh
is the random epistasis×environment interaction effect with

a coefficient uAAijEhk
; eMf(h)

is the random effect of marker f nested
within the h–th environment with a coefficient uMfk(h)

, eMMl(h)
is the

random effect of the l−th marker×marker interaction nested within
the h−th environment with a coefficient uMMlk(h)

; εhk is the random
residual effect. The marker factors eMf(h)

and eMMl(h)
in the model are

used to absorb additive and epistatic effects of background QTLs
for controlling the noise. The QTLs detected by this conventional
mapping method would indicate the cumulative gene effects from
the initial time to the final time (90 days after transplanting).

Conditional QTL analysis was conducted with the phenotypic
value at time t, given the phenotypic behavior at time (t−1), using
QTLMapper version 1.0 (Wang et al. 1999). Like that in Equation
(1), the conditional value yhk(t|t−1) can be partitioned as

(2)

with all the parameters defined as conditional effects. The QTLs
detected by conditional mapping will reflect the net expression of
genes during the time period from time (t–1) to time t, indepen-
dent of the genetic effects before time (t−1).

The conditional phenotypic value (yhk(t|t–1) of plant-height be-
havior was obtained by the mixed model approaches for the condi-
tional genetics of developmental quantitative traits (Zhu 1995). The
likelihood-ratio threshold was chosen at α=0.01 for claiming puta-
tive QTLs, of which their genetic effects were further tested by a 
t-test with the jack-knifing re-sampling procedure. QTLs were pre-
sented when genetic main effects (a and aa) or QE interaction ef-
fects (ae and aae) were significantly different from zero (P≤0.01).

Results

Phenotypic variation

The phenotypic values of plant height for the DH popula-
tion and its parents at nine measuring stages were collect-
ed in three environments (data not shown). The parent 
Azucena showed a greater plant height than IR64 at all
stages in all three environments. Both DH lines and their
parents had a lower plant height in Hainan at all stages
than in Hangzhou for 1996 and 1998, with plant height be-
ing slightly shorter in 1996 than in 1998. The plant height
of the DH population segregated continuously and both
skewness and kurtosis values were less than 1.0 at most
stages, which suggested that the plant-height behavior of
the DH population was suitable for QTL analysis. Trans-
gressive segregants from lines higher than the tall parent,
Azucena, to lines lower than the short parent, IR64, were
observed at all stages in all three environments.

QTLs for plant-height development

As a contrast for the conditional mapping of net QTL ef-
fects during different growth periods, conventional map-
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ping was conducted for plant height at the final stage
(the 9th stage) at which plant height was the accumulat-
ed result of genetic main effects and QE effects at all
previous stages. The main effect is the accumulated ef-
fect expressed in the same way across different environ-
ments, while the interaction effect is the deviation due to
a specific environment. At a specific environment, the
total effect of a QTL could include the main effects plus
QE interaction effects at that environment.

Seventeen QTLs with an additive main effect (a)
and/or an additive×environment interaction effect (ae)
were identified to specific chromosomal regions in the
linkage map by conventional and conditional mapping
(Table 1). For plant height they were named as “Ph” with
the relevant chromosomal number. If there was more
than one QTL in a chromosome, the serial number was
added after the chromosomal number. Of the 17 QTLs,
there were 12 affecting plant height at the final stage
with a and/or ae effects, and these 12 QTLs also had
conditional a and/or ae effects at some specific stages.
The other five QTLs were found only by conditional
mapping.

The 12 QTLs at the final stage were detected on 10
out of the 12 chromosomes (except chromosomes 11 and
12). Of these 12 QTLs, five had significant additive
main effects at the 0.005 level, with one being positive
(7.15 cm) and four negative (–3.7 to –16.27 cm). The
short parent IR64 contributed alleles for decreasing plant
height at QTLs Ph1–2, Ph3–2, Ph4–2 and Ph8, but for
increasing plant height at Ph2–2. This suggested that al-
leles for plant height were dispersed within the two par-
ents. Ten QTLs had significant ae interaction effects at
the final stage. Of these ten QTLs, there was only one
with ae effects in all three environments, while six QTLs
had ae effects in two environments and three QTLs in
only one environment. In Hainan, four QTLs had ae ef-
fects to decrease plant height, and three to increase. In
Hangzhou, there were one decrease and three increases
in 1996, whith four decreases and two increases in 1998.
At the final stage, there were three QTLs (Ph1–2, Ph4–2
and Ph8) with both additive main effects (a) and additive
QE interaction effects (ae).

All QTLs detected at the final stage were found to
have both conditional a and ae effects at specific stages,
except that QTL Ph10 had no a effect at any stage. Con-
ditional effects, revealing the net effects of gene expres-
sion from time (t–1) to t, were selectively expressed at
different stages. In Table 1, there were nine QTLs with
conditional a and/or ae effects at about two to four stag-
es, eight QTLs at five to seven stages. The conditional
net effects of a QTL could have unequal magnitudes for
gene effects at different stages, even in reverse direc-
tions, although usually the directions of the conditional
effects were consistent with the final directions. QTLs
with conditional effects for reverse directions might indi-
cate that the expression of a gene or genes could change
significantly during ontogeny, even counteracting each
other, and result in the failure of detecting cumulative ef-
fects at the final stage. When combined with conditional

mapping, more QTLs would be found than by only con-
ventional mapping. In the present study, there were five
QTLs with only conditional additive main effects and/or
additive QE interaction effects, but without conventional
effects.

In Table 1, ten QTLs had only conditional a effects
without conventional a effect s, and seven QTLs had on-
ly conditional ae effects without conventional ae effects.
The ae effects might be more extensive than the a ef-
fects. There were two QTLs (Ph10 and Ph11–1) with on-
ly ae effects but no a effects over the whole growing pe-
riod, while no QTL with only a effects and no ae effects
was found. This indicated that environments could affect
the expression of genes for developmental traits.

Epistasis for plant-height development

Using QTLMapper version 1.0, additive×additive epi-
static main effects (aa) and epistasis×environment inter-
action effects (aae) could be analyzed along with a main
effects and ae interaction effects. In the present study,
epistasis was found for only seven pairwise genes at fi-
nal and previous stages by both conventional and condi-
tional mapping methods. Most epistasis was only re-
vealed at some specific stages by conditional mapping.
This was markedly different from the situation of QTLs
with a and/or ae effects, being detectable in most cases
at both final and previous stages by both conventional
and conditional mapping.

A total of 71 epistatic of pairwise genes (Table 2)
were identified by conventional and/or conditional map-
ping, of which 60 did not appear at the final stage. Of
the 11 epistatic genes found at the final stage, three
were identified only by conventional mapping. The oth-
er eight were found by both conventional and condition-
al mapping methods, but at no more than three develop-
mental stages (1.5 stages on average), less than the de-
velopmental stages at which additive effects of the
QTLs were identified (4.75 stages on average). Of the
60 found only by the conditional method, epistatic ef-
fects of four pairs of QTLs (Ph1–2 Ph4–2, Ph1–2 Ph8,
Ph3–1 Ph3–2 and Ph6–1 Ph8) were identified at two
stages, the remainder could be identified at only one
stage. This might indicate that epistatic effects existed
mostly for a short time period, so that they would hardly
be observed during different developmental stages. This
was implied by the fact that short gene expression exist-
ed for epistatic effects but with long expression for ad-
ditive effects and that modified genes could act mostly
in very specific situations.

The epistasis×environment interaction effect (aae)
was an important component of the total QE interaction
effects. At the final stage, only six pairs of QTLs had
both aa and aae effects, while four other pairs had only
aae effects and one pair only an aa effect. It was shown
that aae effects were more often detected than aa effects
just as ae effects were more often detected than a ef-
fects. Sixty pairs of QTLs were detected with condition-
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Table 1 Estimated additive (a) and additive×environment interac-
tion (ae) effects of QTLs for plant height (cm) at final and specific
stages in three environments. Final indicates the final stage (from

initial time to 90 days), 90D|80D indicates the stage from 80 days
to 90 days, and so on. QTL Ph6–1 and Ph11–2 were not listed in
this Table because they had no a or ae effect

QTL Marker Distance Stage a ae in 95 ae in 96 ae in 98
interval (M) effect Hainan Hangzhou Hangzhou

Ph1–1 RG532– 0.1 70D|60D −0.73**
W1 60D|50D 0.43**

40D|30D 0.30*
Ph1–2 RZ730– 0.22 Final −16.27** −0.99* 1.08*

RZ801 80D|70D −0.77** −1.19** 1.30**
70D|60D −1.02** −0.78** 0.83**
60D|50D −1.62** −1.05**
40D|30D −1.08** 0.85** −1.03**
30D|20D 0.93**
20D|10D −0.73** 0.81**
10D|Initial −2.85** 1.47** −1.49**

Ph2–1 RG437– 0 50D|40D 0.62**
RG544 30D|20D –0.54**

20D|10D 0.56** −0.74**
Ph2–2 Amy1AC– 0.04 Final 7.15**

RG95 50D|40D 0.44* 0.47* −0.59*
40D|30D −0.32**
10D|Initial 0.49** −0.55**

Ph3–1 RZ574– 0.36 Final −2.68**
RZ284 90D|80D 0.48* −0.64**

70D|60D −0.57*
60D|50D −1.42** 1.51**
30D|20D 0.7**
10D|Initial 1.03** −0.86**

Ph3–2 Pgi–1– 0.06 Final −5.08**
CDO87 90D|80D −0.68** 1.05**

70D|60D 0.88** 1.83** −2.71**
60D|50D −2.34** 2.52**
50D|40D 0.56**
40D|30D −1.18**
30D|20D −1.19** 0.58**
20D|10D −0.56**

Ph4–1 RG218– 0 Final −0.93** 2.56**
RZ262 80D|70D −1.78** 1.07**

70D|60D −0.57** 0.8** −0.28**
60D|50D 0.29* −0.40*
50D|40D 0.93** 1.03** −0.98**
40D|30D 0.4** −1.12** 0.72**

Ph4–2 RZ590– 0 Final −4.88** 2.54**
RG214 80D|70D 0.81* 1.09**

60D|50D 0.89**
40D|30D 0.84** −0.89**
30D|20D −1.82**
10D|Initial −1.14** −1.10**

Ph5 RZ649– 0.2 Final −1.99** 1.74**
RZ67 60D|50D −0.30** 0.30**

50D|40D −0.63**
40D|30D −0.28*
20D|10D 0.49** 0.62**

Ph6–2 RG653– 0.1 Final −2.8** 3.76**
Amy2 A 90D|80D −0.23*

50D|40D 0.87** 1.08**
40D|30D 0.80**

Ph7–1 RG511– 0.16 80D|70D 0.79* −1.3**
RG477 50D|40D 0.22**

Ph7–2 CDO418– 0.08 Final 1.95** 2.16** −4.00**
RZ978 70D|60D 0.5** 0.47** −0.97**

40D|30D −0.75**
10D|Initial 0.78*



al epistatic effects, with only 23 pairs having both aa
and aae effects, 30 pairs having only aae effects, and
seven pairs having only aa effects. This is consistent
with the situation at the final stage where aae interac-
tion effects were more often detectable than aa main ef-
fects. This also indicated that environments could great-
ly affect the gene expression for epistatic effects on de-
velopmental traits.

QTLs involved in epistasis could have no additive or
additive by environment interaction effects. There were
two QTLs (Ph6–1 and Ph11–2) involved in epistasis but
with no a or ae effects at any stage. These were located
between the marker intervals Amp–3–Est–2 and
RG1109–RZ536, respectively. The distances of these two
QTLs from the left marker were 0 and 0.14 Morgans, re-
spectively. These kind of QTLs might be considered as
modifying genes. But other QTLs with their own effects
(a and/or ae) could also have modifying effects at some
specific stages. For example, Ph2–2 had no a or ae ef-
fects during stages from 50 days (50D) to 90 days (90D),
but with epistatic effects (aa and/or aae) with three
QTLs (Ph3–1, Ph2–1 and Ph11–2) at the stage of 80D−
90D, two QTLs (Ph3–2 and Ph6–1) at the stage of 60D−
70D, and one QTL (Ph8) at stage of 50D−60D, respec-
tively. By conditional analysis of QTLs with aa and aae
effects, gene expression modified by other genes or envi-
ronments could be appropriately studied for develop-
mental traits.

Discussion

In the present study, we used a new method for map-
ping QTLs with additive and epistatic effects, as well as
their QE interaction effects, for developmental behav-
ior. This analytical method, compared with those in-
volved studying only the main effects of individual
QTLs, might reveal more important information for
plant breeding.

Epistasis was recognized as early as 90 years ago by
Bateson (1909) to describe the situation where the action
of one locus masks the allelic effects at another locus.
But in classical statistical genetics, epistasis was used as
a statistical abstraction, so that less attention was paid to
the molecular and physiological nature of the gene inter-
actions involved (Tachida and Cockerham 1989). Now,
however, studies of QTLs have begun to bridge the gap
between continuous variation within populations and 
the genetic mechanisms that generate that variation
(Phillipsa 1998). It was shown by the results of the pres-
ent study that an epistatic effect (aa or aae) existed ex-
tensively during the whole period of growth for the de-
velopmental behavior of plant height. The reason for so
much epistasis might be that QTLs interact with each
other at different stages under certain situations. This
support the possibility that the interaction between QTLs
and background or modifying loci might be the prevalent
form of epistasis affecting the behavior of quantitative
traits (Doebley et al. 1995; Yu et al. 1997).
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Table 1 (continued)

QTL Marker Distance Stage a ae in 95 ae in 96 ae in 98
interval (M) effect Hainan Hangzhou Hangzhou

Ph8 Amy3DE– 0.1 Final −3.7** 2.74** −2.39**
RZ66 90D|80D −0.54* 0.59*

80D|70D −0.64** 0.95**
60D|50D −0.88** 0.59** −0.74**
50D|40D 1.08**
40D|30D −0.33** 0.34**
20D|10D −0.66** −0.17** 0.83**
10D|Initial 0.37**

Ph9 RZ422– 0.24 Final 1.94** −1.94**
Amy3ABC 80D|70D 1.17* −1.08**

70D|60D −0.99** −0.26*
60D|50D −0.24** 0.45**
40D|30D 0.43** 0.25** −0.66**
30D|20D 0.56**
20D|10D −0.24** 0.24**

Ph10 RG134– 0.02 Final −0.95**
RZ500 80D|70D −0.18**

60D|50D 1.23** −0.97**
Ph11–1 CDO127– 0 50D|40D 0.2* 0.98** −1.09**

RZ638 20D|10D −0.27**
Ph12 RG901– 0 70D|60D 0.77**

CDO344 60D|50D 1.02**
50D|40D 0.93**
40D|30D −0.32**
30D|20D −0.71* 0.53*
20D|10D −0.54**
10D|Initial −0.94* 1.43** −0.99*

* P<0.01 and ** P<0.005, respectively
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Table 2 Estimated epistatic (aa) and epistasis × environment interaction (aae) effects of QTLs for plant height (cm) at final and specific
stages in three environments

QTLi QTLj Stage aa aae in 95 aae in 96 aae in 98
effect Hainan Hangzhou Hangzhou

Ph1–1 Ph1–2 Final −1.21**
80D|70D −0.55** 0.30**

Ph3–2 60D|50D 0.41**
Ph7–2 90D|80D −0.43** 0.43** −0.58**
Ph8 50D|40D −0.23** 0.24**
Ph9 Final −1.46** 4.23** −3.69**

90D|80D −0.31* −0.79**
80D|70D ´ 1.41** −1.41**

Ph1–2 Ph2–1 10D|Initial −0.92** 0.25**
Ph3–1 10D|Initial −0.89*
Ph4–2 80D|70D 0.57*

20D|10D −0.33* −0.58** 0.49** 0.28**
Ph6–2 70D|60D 0.73** −0.81** 0.52**
Ph7–2 80D|70D −0.87** 0.78**
Ph8 70D|60D −0.99** 1.08** −0.84**

60D|50D – 1.37** 1.17**
Ph9 50D|40D −0.39** 0.28**
Ph11–1 60D|50D 0.38**

Ph2–1 Ph2–2 90D|80D −0.73** −0.97**
Ph3–1 10D|Initial 0.26**
Ph7–2 70D|60D −0.62** −0.92**
Ph12 40D|30D 0.80** −0.98**

Ph2–2 Ph3–1 Final 3.25** −4.37** 1.13**
90D|80D 0.56** −0.88**

Ph3–2 70D|60D 0.82** 0.38** −0.99** 0.61**
Ph4–2 50D|40D −0.25** 0.21*
Ph5 40D|30D 0.22**
Ph6–1 70D|60D −0.61* 0.62* −0.90**
Ph6–2 10D|Initial 0.47** −0.48**
Ph7–2 40D|30D 0.44** −0.32*
Ph8 Final −3.43** 1.37** −1.54**

60D|50D −0.49**
Ph9 Final −2.67* 1.20* −1.65**
Ph10 10D|Initial −0.37**
Ph11–2 90D|80D 0.27**

Ph3–1 Ph3–2 90D|80D 0.55** 1.04**
70D|60D 0.86** −0.55**

Ph4–2 10D|Initial −0.96*
Ph5 Final 3.38** 3.48** −2.62**
Ph6–1 80D|70D −0.98** 0.62** 0.36**
Ph6–2 70D|60D 0.87**
Ph7–2 10D|Initial 0.87*
Ph9 Final −3.08**

20D|10D 0.39**
Ph12 30D|20D −0.94** 0.53** 0.56**

Ph3–2 Ph5 30D|20D 0.21*
Ph6–1 60D|50D −0.90** 0.65*
Ph6–2 50D|40D 0.22** −0.83** 0.71**
Ph8 Final 3.79** 1.54** −1.52**

60D|50D 0.60** −0.54**
Ph9 10D|Initial −0.34**
Ph10 30D|20D −0.83** −0.60** 0.11* 0.48**
Ph11–2 50D|40D 0.53** −0.71** 0.67**

Ph4–1 Ph7–2 70D|60D 0.38**
Ph9 60D|50D 0.59** −0.43**
Ph11–2 40D|30D −0.53** −0.22** 0.55** −0.39**
Ph12 60D|50D −0.22**

Ph4–2 Ph6–2 50D|40D −0.55*
Ph7–1 Final −3.65** 3.96**

80D|70D −0.70** 0.72**
30D|20D 0.50**

Ph7–2 80D|70D 0.71**
Ph8 30D|20D −0.31**
Ph10 60D|50D −0.29**
Ph11–1 30D|20D 0.29** −0.35**
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The QE interaction is clearly an important component
affecting trait development. Understanding QE interac-
tion is of importance to the breeding scheme, to marker-
assisted selection and to map-based gene cloning. Usual-
ly, QE effects are treated as random effects, especially in
different years. This implies that QTLs would be affect-
ed by different environments. For the final plant height,
some QTLs (e.g. Ph1–2, Ph2–2 and Ph3–2) primarily
had additive main effects, but others (e.g. Ph3–1, Ph4–1,
Ph5, Ph6–2, Ph7–2, Ph9 and Ph10) only had ae interac-
tion effects. This was implied by the fact that while some
QTLs have only QE effects, the gene expression of some
QTLs could be mainly induced by the environment. Se-
lection on these QE-interaction QTLs could result in un-
stable offspring. This suggests that selection should be
applied especially on QTLs with additive main effects.

A major QTL for plant height linked to marker RZ730
on chromosome 1 was inferred to be the location of the
sd–1 gene (Yan et al. 1998). In the present study, a major
QTL Ph1–2 was detected with a distance of 22 cM from
the marker RZ730. For this QTL, the alleles to decrease
plant height were contributed from IR64. Significant epi-
stasis and QE interaction effects were also found at this
locus. This indicated that a major gene or QTL could also
interact with other genes under different environments.

Twelve QTLs with significant a and/or ae effects for
final plant height were determined by the conventional
method. But by combining with the conditional method,
17 QTLs were significantly identified with time–depen-
dent measures. By conditional QTL mapping, extra gene
expression at specific periods could be detected. The
failure of detecting QTLs at the final stage of growth by
conventional QTL mapping could be due to the fact that
some QTLs might have opposite effects at different 

stages. These kinds of QTLs are also important for plant
breeding since they can affect the developmental pattern
of agronomic traits. In the present study, a conditional
analysis of plant height was conducted for nine stages af-
ter transplanting. Since the lines of the DH population
studied could have variation in their developmental stage
at a specific time, the results obtained for plant height
might be confounded with the variation in heading date.
QTLs with conditional positive effects in early stages
could therefore be an indicator for selecting earliness of
heading date.
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